No On Measure C
When Good Science Goes Bad - Or Doesn’t Go Anywhere At All
by Peter Kilkus
As a practicing physicist for much of my career, I obviously love science. I’m particularly annoyed when science
is manipulated to support political goals, especially when those political goals have nothing to do with the science.
This is particularly true of the so-called “Oak Woodlands” Initiative on the June ballot as Measure C.
Despite applehood and mother pie statements about the environmental benefits of oak woodlands, this initiative is
simply an anti-winery, anti-vineyard, anti-growth measure.
At its core this battle is between dueling visions of what Napa Valley should be - preservation vs. development,
growth vs. quality of life. You’ll notice that the initiative is about Napa Valley, not Napa County, and especially
not about Lake Berryessa. However, it will have the unintended consequence of negatively affecting Lake
Berryessa and other rural property owners.
It is also the resurrection of the similarly specious 2005 initiative called the "Stream Setback Ordinance" which
was defeated by the voters. This new initiative attempts to reanimate the previous stream setback goals while
adding onerous rules regarding tree-cutting without compelling environmental benefits.
It then obfuscates its main goal within a forest of words designed to appeal to environmentally-unsophisticated
voters in the urban areas where the majority of the votes exist. Again it will negatively affect east County and
Lake Berryessa property owners with no benefit attached.
Voters should read the original initiative if they actually care about the outcome. It’s complex and convoluted and
impacts the General Plan, zoning regulations, and more. Those who care enough and have more stamina should
also at least scan a complicated but thorough 79-page report, Legal Analysis of Napa County Watershed and Oak
Woodland Protection Initiative of 2018.
Sometimes a position is not wrong, it’s just not right. Yes on C proponents are correct that uncontrolled, even
controlled, new development in Napa County is not the economic boon that so many support. There are serious
negative consequences to the quality of life in the valley.
Most of the profits go to the large corporations or wealthy business owners, and most of the new jobs go to people
who can’t afford to live in Napa County. Every new job creates a new commuter. But Measure C is not the
answer.
Measure C establishes an arbitrary annual 795 acre limit (retroactive to January 1, 2017) on tree removal after
which special permits will be required for activities or projects on privately-owned parcels of land within the
Agriculture Watershed district that are greater than one (1) acre.
You’ll need a permit from the county to cut a tree. And on privately owned parcels within the AW district that are
greater than one (1) acre, the County shall require replacement of lost oak trees or oak woodlands, or permanent
preservation of comparable habitat, at a minimum 3:1. If you cut a tree for firewood or to improve your view, you
have to plant three trees somewhere else!
Another problem with this type of measure is that is basically unenforceable. The County will only respond to
complaints. Measure C allows neighbor to turn on neighbors with anonymous complaints to county officials.
Any rural property (and even some urban lots) can be classified an "oak woodland" since “oak woodland” is
defined in the initiative as an oak stand with a greater than ten percent canopy cover. An oak stand consists of at
least two (2) oak trees of at least five (5) inches in diameter, measured at 4.5 feet above mean natural grade.
A parcel may contain one or more "oak woodlands".
What’s a bit bizarre about this definition is that it gives no guidance about how far apart the two trees must be nor
how far apart any two trees need to be from another two trees for them to be considered one or two “oak
woodlands”.
This definition of a two tree oak woodland does not appear to be used anywhere else in the initiative. It implies
that you can cut down any single oak tree without a permit as long as it is far enough from any other oak tree so
that it is not considered a “woodland”. But that's not what the measure says.

Although the target species appears to be oak trees, the measure also calls for the amendment of the Napa County
code to require a permit for removing any species - not just oaks. SECTION 4: NAPA COUNTY CODE
AMENDMENTS. D.5: “Tree removal” means causing the death or removal of any living tree of any species
that is five (5) inches or more in diameter, measured at 4.5 feet above mean natural grade, by cutting, dislodging,
poisoning, burning, topping or damaging of roots.
A county report says oak woodlands cover 167,000 acres – about 33 percent – of the county. The Atlas, Tubbs
and Nuns wildfires last October burned about 30,000 acres of oak woodlands. Newspapers have reported that
millions of trees burned.
This may be a silly question, but if limiting the removal of trees to only 795 acres a year and oak woodlands are
so critical to the water, soil, and human survival in Napa County, why have the Measure C proponents not
clamored for an emergency task force to address the major disaster facing Napa from the loss of 30,000 acres in
one week? That’s 38 years worth of trees destroyed at the 795 acre per year limit of Measure C! Armageddon in
Napa Valley!
Protecting the so-called oak woodlands around Lake Berryessa is unnecessary since the area (and Napa County
itself) is already one of the most protected in the state. Lake Berryessa is factually the cleanest lake in northern
California.
Another consideration supporting a No on C vote is that the proponents of the Zombie Tax (Measure Z), defeated
by the voters in 2016, are lurking in the wings observing the outcome of this election. If Measure C wins it gives
them hope that they could try for another parcel tax vote in the future to fund the Napa Regional Park and Open
Space District (RPOSD) to the tune of many millions of dollars. The RPOSD has proven itself to be of marginal
benefit to Napa County and basically no benefit to the Lake Berryessa region.
Any future funding considerations should be aimed at the revitalization of Lake Berryessa. We are very close to a
better future for the lake.

